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IMPROVED RADIOGRAPHIC SENSOR
POSITIONING SYSTEM

TECHNICAL FIELD

The present invention is an improved radiographic sensor positioning system. In particular, the present invention is directed to a system for positioning a digital dental radiographic sensor in a patient's mouth and for positioning a radiographic device to interact with the sensor.

BACKGROUND ART

Several dental radiographic systems are known including U.S. Patent Nos. 6,540,399, 6,203,195, 6,527,422, 6,461,038, 6,343,875, 6,203,195, 6,102,566, 5,677,537, and 5,652,779. Digital dental radiography is a relatively new procedure for examining a patient's teeth using significantly less radiation than traditional dental x-rays used to examine teeth. The procedure uses a sensor that is placed in the patient's mouth. Next, a source of gamma radiation is directed to the sensor. The sensor comprises pixels in an array that are influenced by the gamma radiation passing through the patient's teeth, and the pixels form an image which can be transmitted to a monitor for real-time viewing. One benefit of the procedure is that the amount of radiation needed to activate the sensor is far less than the amount of radiation that the patient is exposed to during x-ray procedures. Another benefit is the evaluation of real-time images allowing the dentist to reposition the sensor or acquire more images if needed without the delay associated with developing x-ray images on film. The images generally have a higher resolution than x-rays and can be manipulated using software to zoom and contrast and make more precise diagnostics.
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

The present invention is an improved radiographic sensor positioning system. In particular, the present invention is directed to a system for positioning a digital dental radiographic sensor in a patient’s mouth and for positioning a radiographic device, preferably a gamma ray source, to interact with the sensor. A preferred embodiment of the dental radiography positioning system comprises an aimer ring that slides onto either a posterior imaging or an anterior imaging bar. The posterior imaging bar has a posterior aimer ring bar and a posterior imaging platform for mounting a posterior sensor holder. The posterior sensor holder has a tab for mounting it to the posterior imaging platform. The anterior imaging bar has an anterior aimer ring bar and an anterior imaging platform for mounting an anterior sensor holder. The anterior sensor holder has two arms for mounting it to the anterior imaging platform. Preferably, the posterior imaging bar comprises an imaging arm supporting the opposing posterior imaging platforms. The opposing posterior imaging platforms can each be used for taking upper and lower posterior dental radiographic images on a patient’s right and left side.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

The objects and features of the present invention, which are believed to be novel, are set forth with particularity in the appended claims. The present invention, both as to its organization and manner of operation, together with further objects and advantages, may best be understood by reference to the following description, taken in connection with the accompanying drawings.

Figure 1 is a perspective view of a preferred embodiment of the invention holding a digital dental sensor as used for obtaining posterior dental images;

Figure 2a is a bottom view of a preferred embodiment of the posterior imaging bar;

Figure 2b is a side view of a preferred embodiment of the posterior imaging bar;
Figure 2c is a front view of a preferred embodiment of the posterior imaging bar;

Figure 3a is a side view of a preferred embodiment of the posterior sensor holder holding a sensor and being held by a hemostat;

Figure 3b is an end view of a preferred embodiment of the posterior sensor holder;

Figure 3c is a side view of a preferred embodiment of the posterior sensor holder;

Figure 3d is a side view of a preferred embodiment of the posterior sensor holder;

Figure 3e is a side view of a preferred embodiment of the posterior sensor holder for the #2 digital dental sensor;

Figure 4 is a perspective view of a preferred embodiment of the invention being inserted into a patient's mouth to obtain a posterior dental image;

Figure 5 is a perspective view of a sensor barrier being applied to a digital dental sensor;

Figure 6 is a perspective view of a preferred embodiment of the invention holding a digital dental sensor as used for obtaining anterior dental images;

Figure 7a is a side view of a preferred embodiment of the anterior imaging bar;

Figure 7b is a top view of a preferred embodiment of the anterior imaging bar;

Figure 8a is a side view of a preferred embodiment of the anterior sensor holder;

Figure 8b is a rear view of a preferred embodiment of the anterior sensor holder;

Figure 8c is a perspective view of a preferred embodiment of the anterior sensor holder holding a digital dental sensor and being held by a hemostat;
Figure 9 is a perspective view of a preferred embodiment of the invention inserted into a patient's mouth to obtain an anterior dental image; and,

Figure 10 is a perspective view of a preferred embodiment of a vertical bitewing.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

[1] The following description is provided to enable any person skilled in the art to make and use the invention and sets forth the best modes contemplated by the inventor of carrying out his invention. Various modifications, however, will remain readily apparent to those skilled in the art, since the general principles of the present invention have been defined herein specifically to provide an improved radiography positioning system.

[2] Referring now to Figure 1, a preferred embodiment of the invention 10 for taking posterior dental images is shown. As shown, the invention 10 holds a digital dental sensor 100 in a posterior sensor holder 30. The posterior sensor holder 30 is attached to a posterior imaging bar 20 at a slot 22. The posterior imaging bar 20 preferably has a T-like shape. One leg of the T-like shape is an aimer ring bar 24. The other leg of the T-like shape is an imaging bar 26. The invention 10 as shown in Figure 1 is preferably configured to obtain an "Upper Left" posterior dental image when inserted in a patient's mouth.

[3] As shown in Figure 1, an aimer ring 40 slides onto the aimer ring bar 24. The aimer ring 40 is generally used to aim a radiography source (not shown) at the digital dental sensor 100. The aimer ring 40 preferably has a pair of hooks 42 to hold any wires 110 extending from the digital dental sensor 100. The aimer ring 40 is preferably configured such that when it is positioned on the aimer ring bar 24, the digital dental sensor 100 is visible within an interior view 45 of the ring 40. Preferably, to center the sensor holder 30 within the view 45 of the ring 40, the distance from center of the aimer ring 40 to the aimer ring bar 24 should be 1.75 inches. The ring 40 is generally mounted
9/16 inches above the aimer ring bar 24 and the aimer ring 40 is 3 inches in diameter.

[4] Referring now to Figure 2a, a bottom view of a preferred embodiment of the posterior imaging bar 20 is shown. As is shown, the posterior imaging bar 20 is preferably T-shaped with opposing imaging platforms 28 with slots 22 and bite surfaces 23. Preferably, each side of the posterior imaging bar 20 is marked with the preferred dental image for which that side of the posterior imaging bar 20 is used. For example, in Figure 2a, the bottom side of the posterior imaging bar is preferably used to obtain "lower right" and "lower left" posterior dental images. Thus, one side is marked "LR" and the other side is marked "LL."

[5] The slots 22 can support a posterior sensor holder 30. Preferably, the slots have a radius-ed interior 23 as shown (and as shown in Figure 2c). This tapered interior 23 allows the slot 22 to better support the posterior sensor holder 30. In particular, the radius-ed interior 23 is preferably used to grasp a sensor holder 30 with a sleeve base tab 34 that has an I-shaped cross-section.

[6] Preferably, the posterior imaging bar has indentations 25 surrounding the slots 22 as shown in Figure 2c. These indentations 25 provide lateral support to the posterior sensor holder 30 when it is inserted into one of the slots 22.

[7] Referring to Figure 2b, the aimer ring bar 24 is preferably set above the imaging bar 26 by a pre-determined distance. This distance is approximately ½ inch on center from the imaging bar 26 to the center of the aimer ring bar 24. Referring to Figure 2c, the draft angle thickness 29 of the imaging bar 26 from the distal ends of the bar where the slots 22 are located increases as it proceeds to the center of the bar 26 where it connects to the aimer ring bar 24. This increase in thickness creates a preferable draft angle of 1.72 degrees (1.72°). This draft angle generally corresponds to the pan shape of a patient’s mouth.
[8] The imaging bar 26 preferably further comprises a pair of raised sensor supports 21 to prevent unwanted movement of the sensor 100 while the sensor 100 is inserted into the posterior sensor holder 30. The raised sensor supports 21, visible in Figure 2c, help prevent elongated images and/or missed incisal edges that can occur if the sensor holder 30 is moved or folds over.

[9] Referring now to Figure 3a, a preferred embodiment of the posterior sensor holder 30 holding a sensor 100 is shown as held by a hemostat 120. As shown, a preferred embodiment of the posterior sensor holder 30 can be used with a hemostat 120 in addition to the posterior imaging bar 20. The posterior sensor holder 30 is preferably a sleeve 32 with a base and a back 38. The sleeve preferably has a sleeve base tab 34 for attachment to the posterior imaging bar 20 at the slots 22 and a gripping tab 36 for use with a gripping tool such as a hemostat 120.

[10] Referring now to Figure 3b, the sensor holder sleeve 32 is preferably flexible so that a variety of different digital dental sensors can be inserted in the holder 30. Preferably, the sensor holder sleeve 32 can deform in width 0.30 to 0.75 inches to accommodate a variety of sensors. Additionally, the sleeve back has triangular wings 39. The triangular wings 39 provide increased support for the digital dental sensor 100 to avoid unwanted movement when obtaining an image.

[11] It should be noted that, in general, there are two sizes of digital dental sensors. The two sizes being most often referred to as either a #1 or #2 sensor; the #1 sensor being smaller than the #2 sensor. Accordingly, there are preferably two sizes of posterior sensor holder 30. The posterior sensor holder 30 for use with the #1 sensor is shown in Figures 3b-3d. The main difference between the posterior sensor holder for the #1 sensor and the #2 sensor is that the posterior sensor holder for the #1 sensor has a platform 35 at the base of the sleeve 32. This platform 35 is preferably 0.155 inches in thickness and is used to elevate the #1 sensor so that it is centered in the interior view of the aimer
ring. The platform 35 is omitted from the base of the sleeve 32 in the posterior sensor holder for the #2 sensor as shown in Figure 3e. The two different posterior sensor holders 30 allow the use of a single aimer ring with the system.

[12] Figure 4 shows a preferred embodiment of the system in use. In particular, the invention is being used to take a lower left posterior dental image. The sensor holder 30 has been inserted into the proper slot 22 on the imaging bar 26 of the posterior imaging bar 20 to take a lower left posterior dental image. A digital dental sensor 100 has been inserted into a sensor barrier 150 (as shown in Figure 5.)

[13] This barrier 150 is used to reduce the need to sterilize the sensor 100 in between uses and patients. Instead, the barrier 150 is removed and discarded and a new barrier 150 applied.

[14] The sensor 100, after being inserted in the barrier 150, is inserted into the posterior sensor holder 30. The barrier 150 provides the additional advantage of providing a more snug fit within the posterior sensor holder 30 (and, alternately, within the anterior sensor holder 50 as well). The posterior imaging bar 20, sensor holder 30, and sensor 100 with barrier 150 are inserted into the patient's mouth for the desired dental image. The patient then bites down on the bite surface 23 by the inserted sensor holder 30. As shown in Figure 4, this positions the sensor 100 for an upper left posterior dental image. The radiography source, typically a gamma source, is aimed through the aimer ring 40 towards the digital dental sensor 100 to obtain an image.

[15] Referring now to Figure 6, a preferred embodiment of the system 10 as used for obtaining anterior dental images is shown. The digital dental sensor 100 is inserted in an anterior sensor holder 50. The anterior sensor holder 50 is held, in turn, by the anterior imaging bar 60.

[16] Referring now to Figure 7a, a side view of a preferred embodiment of the anterior imaging bar 60 is shown. The anterior imaging bar 60 preferably comprises an anterior aimer ring bar 62. The anterior aimer ring
bar 62 preferably has two approximately ninety degree (90°) bends 63, 64 and supports an anterior imaging platform 65. The anterior aimer ring bar 62 is shaped to hold the aimer ring 40 such that the anterior sensor holder 50 is held by the imaging bar 60 within the interior view of the aimer ring 40. With the sensor 100 held in this position, a practitioner easily captures acceptable images.

[17] The positioning system in general reduces the occurrences of "cone cuts" and other undesired images. This reduces the number of image re-takes necessary, and thus, saves time and reduces the radiation exposure for the patient and dental staff.

[18] Referring now to Figure 7b, a top view of a preferred embodiment of the anterior imaging bar 60 is shown. As shown, the anterior imaging platform 65 preferably comprises an anterior bite surface 66, two sets of pressure slots 68, and two sensor holder support arms 67. The sensor holder support arms 67 preferably extend from below the sets of pressure slots 68. The support arms 67 also preferably have a notched undersurface 69 to assist in holding the anterior imaging bar 60 in place in the patient’s mouth while in use.

[19] Referring now to Figure 8a, a side view of a preferred embodiment of the anterior sensor holder 50 is shown. The anterior sensor holder 50 preferably has two sensor holder arms 52 that extend from a sleeve 54 downward and at an angle. The angle of the preferred embodiment between the sleeve 54 and the arms 52 is 114.12 degrees (114.12°). The angle can range from 100 to 115 degrees (100° - 115°). As shown, the sensor holder arms 52 preferably have a rutted surface. This rutted surface provides patient’s front (anterior) teeth a surface on which to bite and hold securely.

[20] Referring to Figure 8b, the sleeve 54 preferably has an extended angled peak 55. The angled peak 55 of the sleeve 54 provides additional support to the sensor 100 when held in the sleeve 54. Preferably, the system 10 has two anterior sensor holders 50 with differing widths to hold the #1 and #2
sizes of digital dental sensors 100.

[21] Referring to Figure 8c, a preferred embodiment of the anterior sensor holder 50 is shown with a digital dental sensor 100 in place and held by a hemostat 120. As shown, the sensor holder arms 52 preferably have an I-shaped cross-section. This cross-section allows the anterior sensor holder 50 to be held more easily by a gripping tool such as the hemostat 120 and provides for insertion and support by the set of pressure slots 68 on the anterior imaging bar 60. The sets of pressure slots 68 accommodate anterior sensor holders 50 with differing widths used to hold the #1 and #2 sizes of digital dental sensors 100.

[22] Figure 9 shows a preferred embodiment of the system positioned to acquire an anterior dental image from a patient. It should be noted that a cotton role 160 could be inserted below the anterior imaging platform 65 to assist in positioning the system for imaging.

[23] The preferred embodiment of the system 10 also includes a horizontal bitewing. The preferred horizontal bitewing is described in U.S. Patent No. 6,520,676 that is incorporated herein by reference in its entirety. Thus, the system can position a digital dental sensor to acquire anterior, posterior and horizontal bitewing images.

[24] The preferred embodiment of the system 10 also includes a vertical bitewing 70 as shown in Figure 10. The vertical bitewing is used for vertical bitewing images. The preferred dimensions for the vertical bitewing 70 are made of similar material and similar in dimension to the horizontal bitewing described in U.S. Patent No. 6,520,676 with the exception of the bitewing tab. The large bitewing sleeve is preferably 1.25"x10/32"x5/8" for the #1 sensor and the smaller bitewing sleeve is 1"x0.25"x0.50" for the #2 sensor. This does not include the triangular wings extended from the sleeves. The large bitewing tab is preferably 1 5/8" long x ½" wide x 1/16” and the small bitewing tab is preferably 1 1/8” long x ½” wide x 1/16".
[25] The posterior imaging bar 20 and the anterior imaging bar 60 are preferably made of material that can be hot (e.g. autoclaveable) or cold sterilized. Preferably, the bars 20, 60 are made of thermoplastic capable of withstanding temperatures of 220°F for one hour without degradation such as high heat resistant grade polypropylene copolymer. The material should be capable of being hot and/or cold sterilization. The sensor holders 30 and 50 are preferably made of a material capable of only a single use. The material used for the sensor holders 30, 50 should show bite marks or discoloration or some other indicia that discourages re-use of the holders 30, 50 after a single use. Preferred materials for sensor holders 30, 50 include polyethylene, polypropylene, polyurethane, and nylon. Preferred melt flow ranges for these materials can be found in U.S. Patent No. 6,520,676 incorporated herein by reference.

[26] Thus, an improved radiographic sensor positioning system is described above that is capable of positioning a digital dental sensor for anterior and posterior dental images. In each of the above embodiments, the different positions and structures of the present invention are described separately in each of the embodiments. However, it is the full intention of the inventor of the present invention that the separate aspects of each embodiment described herein may be combined with the other embodiments described herein. Those skilled in the art will appreciate that adaptations and modifications of the just-described preferred embodiment can be configured without departing from the scope and spirit of the invention. For example, the system's sensor holders could be re-configured to hold dental x-ray film for more traditional dental imaging. Therefore, it is to be understood that, within the scope of the appended claims, the invention may be practiced other than as specifically described herein.
CLAIMS

What Is Claimed Is:

1. A dental radiography positioning system comprising:
   an aimer ring having a ring and a bar slide for alternately and slidingly
   engaging a posterior imaging bar and an anterior imaging bar;
   the posterior imaging bar having a posterior aimer ring bar and a
   posterior imaging platform for mounting a posterior sensor holder;
   the posterior sensor holder having a tab for mounting to the posterior
   imaging platform;
   the anterior imaging bar having an anterior aimer ring bar and a anterior
   imaging platform for mounting an anterior sensor holder; and,
   the anterior sensor holder having a tab for mounting to the anterior
   imaging platform.

2. The dental radiography positioning system of Claim 1 where the
   posterior imaging bar comprises an imaging arm supporting the posterior
   imaging platform and an opposing posterior imaging platform;
   where the posterior and opposing posterior imaging platforms can each
   be used for taking upper and lower posterior dental radiographic images.

3. The dental radiography positioning system of Claim 1 where the
   anterior imaging platform has two slotted arms for holding the anterior sensor
   holder.

4. The dental radiography positioning system of Claim 1 further
   comprising a horizontal bitewing sensor holder.

5. The dental radiography positioning system of Claim 1 further
   comprising a vertical bitewing sensor holder.
6. The dental radiography positioning system of Claim 1 where the anterior imaging bar and the posterior imaging bar comprise a material that can be sterilized for multiple uses.

7. A dental radiography posterior imaging bar comprising an aimer ring bar perpendicularly elevated from an imaging bar by a pre-determined length;
   where the imaging bar has a first posterior imaging platform and a second posterior imaging platform;
   the first and second posterior imaging platforms each having a sensor stop and a sensor holder slot for supporting a sensor holder; and,
   where the first posterior imaging platform is used for upper left posterior dental images and lower right posterior dental images;
   where the second posterior imaging platform is used for upper right posterior dental images and lower left posterior dental images.

8. The dental radiography posterior imaging bar of Claim 7 where the first posterior imaging platform further comprises a top side and bottom side, where the top side is marked to indicate usage for upper left posterior dental images and the bottom side is marked to indicated usage for lower right posterior dental images.

9. The dental radiography posterior imaging bar of Claim 7 where the second posterior imaging platform further comprises a top side and bottom side, where the top side is marked to indicate usage for upper right posterior dental images and the bottom side is marked to indicated usage for lower left posterior dental images.
10. The dental radiography posterior imaging bar of Claim 7 where the first and second posterior imaging platforms are positioned on opposite sides of the aimer ring bar.

11. The dental radiography posterior imaging bar of Claim 7 where the dental radiography posterior imaging bar is T-shaped.

12. The dental radiography posterior imaging bar of Claim 11 where the imaging bar has a draft angle of 1.0 to 2.0 degrees.

13. A dental radiography posterior sensor holder comprising a flexible sleeve for holding a digital dental radiography sensor where the sleeve has a sleeve base and a sleeve back; where the sleeve base has a tab for engaging a posterior imaging bar; and, where the sleeve back has a gripping tab for being held by a gripping tool.

14. A dental radiography anterior sensor holder comprising a flexible sleeve for holding a digital dental radiography sensor and two arms extending from the sleeve; where each arm is slotted for engaging an anterior imaging bar.

15. The dental radiography anterior sensor holder of Claim 14 where each arm extends from the sleeve at a pre-determined angle.

16. The dental radiography anterior sensor holder of Claim 14 where each arm has an I-shaped cross-section.

17. A dental radiography anterior imaging bar comprising an aimer ring bar supporting an anterior imaging platform;
where the anterior imaging platform has two pressure slots for holding an anterior sensor holder and an angled base for positioning a dental sensor for an anterior dental image; and, where the aimer ring bar has an S-curve to support an aimer ring with an interior view so that the anterior sensor holder is supported by the imaging platform within the interior view of the aimer ring.

18. The dental radiography anterior imaging bar of Claim 17 where the imaging platform further comprises two support arms extending from below the pressure slots to provide support to the anterior sensor holder.